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An Analysis of Malaysian and British Business Journalistic Texts
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Abstract: Textual features are evidence of a community’s routines for producing knowledge. In Language for
Special Purposes (LSP), it is generally accepted that through text, it is possible to explore the activity of
knowledge-making in a professional community, particularly in specialized written discourse. This activity or
communicative tasks are realized as communicative acts which contains the writer’s/speaker’s thoughts and
intentions. The assumption of the present research is that the communicative tasks that a specialist performs
in the real world can be manifested in the specialized text and that business journalistic discourse contains
problems and solutions. By comparing Malaysian (MB) and British (MT) business journalistic texts, this paper
examines the feasibility of combining [13] and [5] theories to search for speech acts that fall into the Problem-
Solution categories. Using a corpus linguistics methodology, the results indicate that 1) there are significant
differences in the frequencies of communicative acts underlying the Problem and Solution in MB compared with
MT and 2) there are no one-to-one mappings of communicative functions onto either a Problem or a Solution.
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INTRODUCTION intentions in serving the functions in his text. Thus, the

The analysis of textual organization has used various the language used [14]. 
approaches and this diversity has contributed to many The assumption of the present research is that the
proposals of textual structures and enriched our communicative tasks that a specialist performs in the real
understanding  of  text structures [1-7]. This study world can be manifested in the specialized text. A
focuses on the functional and textual organization of specialist text “accumulates and preserves specialist
business  journalistic  texts. The text structure of knowledge, reflects linguistic changes in LSP
discourse is the organization that unites it so that the communication…and reveals the personal attitude of the
writer’s ideas are functionally placed according to his text author to his/her subject and to the addressee” [15].
intentions and thus give a logical and coherent Thus, specialized text has social meaning and a
understanding to the text. Textual features are evidence of communicative function. With regard to business
a community’s routines for producing knowledge. It is journalistic magazines, they are presented with the
generally accepted that through text, it is possible to possible social intention of either guiding readers in the
explore the activity of knowledge-making in a same field or building the image of the business and
professional  community, particularly in specialized management experts. 
written  discourse  [3,4,  8-10].  According to [11], Magazine journalism is different from newspaper
language is used differently in written and  spoken texts journalism because magazine journalists have more time,
to  achieve  different  communicative  tasks  and aims. opportunity and obligation to report more broadly and
This activity or communicative tasks are realized as deeply, to write more carefully and to position issues and
communicative  acts  which contains the events in a more comprehensive context than most
writer’s/speaker’s thoughts and intentions [12, 13] uses newspaper journalists [16]. In short, greater emphasis is
the term ‘speech acts’ which indicate the writer’s placed  on  the  journalist’s  judgment, interpretation and

analysis of texts goes into the functions and structures of
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intuition - his/her ability and willingness to think a subject Literature Review: Studies in Business English have
through to a conclusion - than  most   other  forms of looked into linguistic (e.g. lexis, structure) and non-
journalistic work (ibid.). Hence, a careful description of the linguistic issues (e.g. communication strategies and
business magazine’s journalistic style is important if we cultural diversity). Despite all the studies done on
are to distinguish them from other journalistic discourse business language in the workplace, limited attention has
types. been paid to written business texts for knowledge

Research Objective: Through the years, many ways of newspapers. In those studies that do exist, [23, 24] have
analysing the organizational structure of texts have been looked at the rhetorical styles in business and economic
proposed. For example, [17, 18]’s textual patterning on academic journals. Besides that, studies have looked at
Problem-Solution,  [19]’s  moves  analysis,  [20]’s the role of metaphor in business and economics news
meaning-based analysis and [7]’s rhetorical structure stories in newspapers and magazines [25-30]; the analysis
theory and others. This article, however, will concentrate of language and power in a business management
on [5]’s and [13]’s theory. One of the reasons for doing magazine [31]; a contrastive analysis of organizational
this research is to address [21]’s argument that one of the patterns in business and economics magazines [32];
pitfalls of text analysis is to investigate the writer’s analysis of business journalism style in two different
intention. The text should be analysed without reference business newspapers [33, 34]; the use of conjuncts in
to what the writer might or might not have had in mind business news stories [24] and using texts from business
because the purpose of the analysis is not to deduce what journalism for ESP courses [35]. However, these studies
could be in people’s minds. Therefore, the “function- pale compared with many others that focus on the
based analysis could not possibly be known by us” as we authenticity of specialized workplace discourse to help
could not reliably presume what is in the writer’s mind, prepare teachers and learners for the unfamiliar
but we should focus on what has been written. Apart from professional environment. 
that, a text seldom contains a single communicative act as Based on the studies above, business discourse
overlaps of different communicative acts do occur. For posses several traits: it has its own specialized lexis; it
example, in the act of reporting a story, the journalist can leans more towards positive aspects than negative ones
also make comments and evaluate his story. and it is mainly prescriptive [36-40]. Business management

However, [22] argues that although finding out the articles are mainly authored by business strategists or
writer’s intention may be difficult, the assumptions may at experts. [41] observes that this professionalism may be
least be good guesses about what the writer intended to reflected in patterns of written discourse and strategies of
communicate. Identifying textual patterns and relations interaction. This is in line with [13]’s notion that
requires that the reader makes judgments about the “specialist thinking is expressed in units of functional
author, including judgments of the plausibility of macro-structure of a specialist text, is reflected in those
intentions [7]. It is the intended meaning of the writer texts and can be reconstructed out of them”. This study
which monitors the selection of specific linguistic forms agrees with this viewpoint as the content of business
and any analysis of the resulting discourse which does journalistic articles may reflect the communicative
not give due emphasis to that intended meaning will intentions of business writers, which are persuasive and
inherently be incomplete and defective [20]. Following purposive in nature, as there is the attempt to regulate
this, by testing out [13]’s LSP framework with the aid of through instruction the way people act or think in this
[12]’s  notions  of  communicative  acts  and  [5]’s professional area. 
Problem-Solution textual categories, this study
investigates the usefulness of these two frameworks in Genre of Business Journalistic Texts: This study argues
determining the intentional pragmatic structure or that business journalistic discourse may also provide the
communicative functions laid out in the sentences, which authenticity of a specialized discourse as it contains the
probably indicate the writer’s intentions and illocutionary communicative functions and language properties
actions. This study addresses the following question: essential for engaging in business journalism. This is in

How adequate or feasible is it to combine and adapt line with [12]’s notion that specialist text (or LSP text) is
[13]’s and [5]’s theory to search for speech acts that fall the instrument and result of the communicative tasks
into the Problem-Solution categories? performed by the specialist writer. The writer structures

dissemination such as journals, magazines and
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[4] analysed empirical scientific article introductions and identified recurrent rhetorical patterns in them, which served as a basis1

for creating the model that reflects the rhetorical structure of introductions in research articles. The underlying idea of the
taxonomy is that in the introduction the author realizes his communicative goal through a sequence of moves. The moves can be
defined as rhetorical acts that manifest themselves in the text by means of easily recognizable linguistic signals.
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his thoughts according to his aim/intention and to realize This notion is similar to [13]’s where progression in a text
certain communicative acts [12]. Materials like business is realized by communicative acts. [45]’s text moves
news stories in magazines or newspapers are helpful in consist of the description of problem, proposed solutions,
that students can learn to read such reports between the argumentation for  solution  and evaluation of solutions.
lines [42]. Reading business news stories is necessary for [45] proposed six simple communicative acts or
non-native business professionals and the use of certain illocutions to analyse his data - Evaluation, Proposal,
linguistic features reveals the general structure of Prediction, Causal Explanation, Interpretation and
business news stories. The study of various technical Ascription to Mental States. All these are placed under
vocabularies and language constructions in these the complex function called Assessives. Findings
business news reports can help students understand how revealed that Assessives are more frequent in the data
journalistic texts on business are written to serve their and that there is a fair amount of embedding and recursion
purpose [43]. Hence, there is a pressing need to study of illocutions in the text arguments. Because of this, the
other kinds of business texts and the use of a large moves do not have a fixed illocution to them. This
collection of data or a corpus is constructive for the overlapping of intentions in a text is addressed by [13]
pedagogical aims of business English and business where a text has a global or overarching communicative
students [24]. act which contains subsidiary acts and the subsidiary

While many studies on communicative functions acts serve the main overall intention in the text. 
have used scientific texts [12, 13, 44], studies done in [45]’s findings show that the nature of such texts
business journalistic writings are scarce [24, 45]. An (e.g. editorials), which are written by various writers, may
overriding concern in such studies is the overlapping of have influenced the use of different illocutions in the text.
functions/intentions in the text content and how linguistic This causes some difficulties in determining the
signals are used to determine these functions. Texts are illocutions based on the lexical features in the text where
seldom ‘pure’ in the sense of carrying just one of the the words signalling those illocutions are not always
three functions above as overlapping of functions may present. However, I would argue that lexical and
occur. This overlapping feature is agreed by [46, 24] and grammatical features are the basic indicators of such
[45] and other proponents of LSP studies [13, 12, 47, 46] illocutions and can be very useful for determining
carried out a study on newspaper language where he communicative acts. This is in line with [13]’s notion that
argued that it is not reliable to categorize texts in one an analysis of the communicative function of an LSP text
single category. This is because a text might have various should begin at the word level. In relation to [45]’s study,
goals and functions. For example, journalistic texts are although the finding shows that the overall dominant
categorized based on their principal goals, purposes or intention is Assessive, it is not clear on what he based his
intentions. Based on [48]’s taxonomy of the functions of findings and there is no detailed explanation of his
conjuncts, [24]’s quantitative study shows a significant quantitative results of the illocutions. He also did not
difference in the use of conjuncts in the business news provide a discussion of other subsidiary acts serving the
stories than in the academic genre. The most frequent Assessive function where they too are considered
type of conjunct was the concessive, e.g. however, important in an LSP text. It is also found that the
nevertheless which have an evaluative aspect to them. communicative functions of reporting and informing in
This makes the academic texts more expository and journalistic texts have been taken for granted. Sub-genres
argumentative, while journalistic texts tend to be direct, in a newspaper like feature articles, editorials and hard
factual, objective and impersonal. [45] analysed twelve news reports have different discourse structures. While
editorials, where text segments such as clauses serve hard news follows the ‘inverted pyramid’ information
various functions. According to him, a text is structured structure (the general information is presented first and
and typically moves through stages to a point of closure. narrows down to the main points), feature articles do not
He  uses  [49]’s term ‘moves’  which organize the have a consistent structure due to their content and1

linguistic expression in the form of illocutions/intentions. intended audience [50, 51]. Due to this individual style of
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writing, there will be a range of intentions put forth by the and functional. The communicative intentions in the genre
writer in his text and not just the general function of shape the structure of the genre and provide it with an
reporting or informing. inner structure. However, a problem arises where these

Theoretical Framework Assigning communicative purposes to a text is neither
[13] Text-Organizing Speech Acts: This study follows an easy nor straightforward. The analysis should no longer
LSP theoretical framework proposed by [13] regarding look at a list of communicative intentions as there exists
text-organizing speech acts, whereby the structures a complex layering or overlapping of communicative
making up the text carry certain functions and intentions intentions  in   the   text   [47].  Due  to  these  subsidiary
of the writer, i.e. communicative acts. It allows the purposes, [47] suggest ‘repurposing’ and ‘reviewing’ the
quantification of communicative acts in a text whereby all genre status by looking at the structure, style, content
parts of the text, especially at the macro-level but even and purpose of the genre. [12] resolves this by making a
down to the paragraphs and sentences, are determined by distinction between the general and special features of
speech acts which indicate the writer’s intentions in communicative acts,  where  the  former  covers all
serving the function of his propositions [13]. A text, it manifestations of a certain communicative act that are
seems, is a culmination of various speech acts and the easily identified from others. The latter, on the other hand,
most dominant speech act represents the overall function constitutes more specific features that will help in
of the text. It should be noted that in focusing on the applying the act in a particular situation. This is similar to
macro-level, the language properties at the micro-level, i.e. [44]’s complex and simple speech acts and [13]’s complex
lexico-grammatical features, cannot be ignored. Analysis and subsidiary speech acts. The dominant communicative
of the functional organization of the macrostructure is function of a feature article is to report on business, but
essential in order to discover the communicative this is supported by the use of subsidiary acts. [12]
functions and intentions in the organizational pattern of presents some characteristics which identify specific
a text. In relation to the organizational pattern, [52] found communicative acts like explicating, classifying,
that business journalistic discourse contains a brief characterizing, judging, comparing, making statements
statement of a Problem, with a point by point discussion and asserting. Neither [12] nor [44] mentions the
of its features. This is followed by Solutions that have Imperative function. This is probably due to the different
been shown to work in the past, usually presented by nature of the data analysed. However, it needs to be
specific pointers or strategies [53]. Besides studying the included as this function appeared in the corpus. Hence,
composition of texts, the analysis of a genre should take the analysis of the texts draws heavily upon [13, 44]’s and
into account its communicative purpose which would [12]’s theory on communicative acts in text organizational
contribute more to the nature of the genre [54]. This is patterns as mentioned above (refer to Table 1 for the
because a genre is best conceptualized  as  goal-directed taxonomy of communicative acts).

communicative purposes are less overt than form.

Table 1: Proposed Taxonomy for the Communicative Acts.

Direct Statement (DS) Reports of direct speech and free direct speech (FDS).

Informative (INF) Narrative action and description, objective information (INF) Reports of indirect speech (IST), free indirect speech (FIS), 
 narrative representation of speech, thought and action (INFn)

 Evaluative (EVA) Judgements or evaluations, reasoning, comments, opinions.
Assertive (ASRT) Pointing out or emphasizing a certain proposition.
Explicative (EXP) Expansion or explanation by exemplification, particularization, reformulation/summarization, transition.
Predictive (PRED) Raising hypothetical assumptions, probability of the proposition to be realized.
Imperative (DIR) Raising suggestions, prohibition, advice, requirements.
Comparative (COMP) Describing the resemblances or differences of facts.
Contrastive (CONT) Putting explicit opposition of two facts with no causal relationship.
Concessive (CONS) Putting facts in opposition to each other on the basis of an assumed causal relationship whereby one of the facts either

proposes an inadequate prerequisite or an unexpected outcome. 
Classification (CLAS) Expressing such relations as subordination, superordination and coordination between the individual, the particular and

the general.
Questions (INQ) The act of raising rhetorical questions which the writer answers himself or as a stylistic feature to keep the pace of the article

from dragging.
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Nevertheless, in order to determine such [5] Problem-Solution Textual Pattern: The interaction
communicative purposes, the analyst should base his/her between the reader and the text involves the reader asking
decision on the form and content of the text. For example, some questions about the text he or she reads and the
to characterize a news story as reportive, the analyst writer, having presupposed these questions, providing
would need to look at the dominant language features the answers and information in the text and hence,
such as reportive statements and  direct  speech. creating a text which responds to the reader’s
Specialist knowledge is reflected in “units  of  functional expectations. These repeated questions and answers by
macro-structure” and thus the specialist’s thinking the reader and the writer in the text soon construct
process in texts is transmitted into written form or a structures and patterns in the text, i.e. Problem-Solution
specialist text [13]. These functions are realized by speech [58]. Many texts are primarily concerned with problems
acts or communicative acts. It is important to determine and their solutions and evaluations of these solutions [5].
which linguistic structures make up a particular speech act The communication of problem recognition, solutions and
and only then will we know the constituents of the their evaluation is important as we usually describe
specialist text and the intentional parts of the events in the order in which they occur, thus the
communication process that contribute to the overall conventional order of the four parts of the metastructure
dominant intention. [12] associates communicative acts is ‘Situation-Problem-Solution-Evaluation’ [59]. This
with rhetorical functions of a text and, according to him, structure needs not occur in this exact order but it gives
these acts influence the form and function of a text with coherence between sentences whereby the occurrence of
a mixture of certain linguistic elements (lexical or one part tends to trigger the incidence of another element
grammatical). [59]. For example, a problem begs a solution and a

Due to the nature of the discourse where direct and negative evaluation creates a problem. Apart from
indirect speech reports are frequently used by the writer maintaining coherence, this pattern follows the natural
in  conveying   his   communicative   function of time-sequence of presenting high-priority information
reporting business stories, [55]’s  categories of with sensible arrangement of information and the effective
discourse presentation will be referred to in the study. use of signals for each part helps the reader understand
Direct speech is exceptional in that it introduces a new the type of information given and how it relates to other
text which sets its own frame of reference as a items in a text [59].
representation of independent discourse [56]. This is According  to  [5],  a sentence that signifies a
usually followed by a more informative explanation of the problem - defined as a condition that entails a response -
statement. A great deal of feature writing is constructed contains lexical items that evoke a negative evaluation in
around quotations. Quotes taken from business experts or the reader’s mind. [59] defines it as “any form of
authorities which are considered important to the dissatisfaction or other stimulus that makes us want to
journalist will often end up as direct speech presentations improve a situation”. Conversely, following [5]’s pattern,
in the articles. This can be seen as supportive evidence a problem may generate a response in the reader with the
for the writer’s arguments. For the analysis, texts which expectation of a certain action, or a solution to the
are inside quotes refer to Direct Statement, as they are problem. However, if another sentence precedes the
direct statements from the original source and do not problem sentence but without suggesting any
contain any narratorial intervention [55]. They are expectations, then it functions as a Situation or the setting
statements by people which are purposely chosen by the for the topic at hand. The role of Situation is to provide
writer as evidential support to a particular proposition. adequate background information for the intended readers
Identifying direct statements as direct speech (DS) and to understand the problem being presented and to be able
free direct speech (FDS), [57] claim that FDS is a sub- to place the information in the text in perspective with
category of DS and it has no distinct faithfulness claim their own knowledge of related matters [59].  Previous
attached to it even though it occurs in quotation marks. studies have found that there are two main ways to detect
Because of this indistinguishable trait between FDS and a Problem - causal relations and lexical signals [60, 61].
DS, they are both labelled as Direct Statement (Tabel 1 Problem statements are commonly found in some types of
below). On the other hand, indirect statements are Cause-Effect relations like Reason-Result, Means-Result,
somewhat removed from the actual speaker, so the study Grounds-Conclusion, Means-Purpose, Condition-
proposes that they function informatively, in a similar way Consequence [61]. Causative verbs like create, cause,
to any incidence of narrator’s objective report or pose, present, become, due to indicate a possible future
presentation of speech in the text. problem arising. For example, Shipping lines encounter
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inefficiency at ports and this causes delay in their daily corpus comprised 100 feature articles which were
business (Malaysian Business). Causative verbs tend to randomly chosen, i.e. 50 articles were taken from each
collocate with lexical signals like nouns with a negative magazine in order to achieve representativeness in terms
semantic prosody [61]. These nouns indicate a Problem of corpus size. The Malaysian Business corpus consists
and are generally negative words. They have pessimistic of approximately 60,000 words while the Management
connotations which appear as problematic to the reader. Today corpus has 100,000 words. 
Evaluative words like going bankrupt, failure, loss, Using [13]’s notion of communicative acts, each
downfall, less successful may trigger a gloomy picture in sentence in the articles was analysed manually to
the reader’s mind. Similarly, non-evaluative problematic determine the particular communicative act(s) which held
issues like poverty, war, disease, demonstration, strike or for it. Each clause was then coded with its most
attack seem to evoke a depressing reaction in readers. [5] appropriate category and placed in specific text files. This
contends that it is the words that suggest a negative similar procedure was also replicated using [5]’s Problem-
evaluation in the reader and he refers to this as an Solution textual pattern. This resulted in two types of
‘evoking signal’. Here, a negative situation or problem coding - [13] and [5] - for both MB and MT. A program
would naturally elicit a response or solution but the was designed using the Multi-Lingual Corpus Tool Kit
Solution is optional  and   might   not  appear  immediately (MLCT) [64] to merge the tagged files of [5]’s and [13]’s
after the Problem, but much later in a text. A Solution is frameworks  for  MB  and  MT. Following this, using the
normally the response to the Problem and it is what [5] N-gram extraction facility in MLCT, N-grams of the
defines as “means of avoiding the problem”. [61] claims merged codes were called up in order to observe the
that Solutions mainly have two functions - proposing or speech acts that fall into Problems and Solutions e.g. a
evaluating a Solution. For example, proposing a Solution - merged code like ‘p(cons)’ signals a Problem with the
There are several steps that a manager can undertake to corresponding communicative function of a Concessive.
expand his credibility capital; and evaluating a Solution A comparison of the merged codes was done between MB

Besides saving on hard currency, the barter of CPO Problem and Solution categories were calculated along
for rail works will help support prices of the with their statistical significance (log-likelihood value
commodity that is languishing at RM800 a tonne LL>6.6, p<0.01).
due to excess supply, a development worrying the
government. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

MATERIALS AND METHODS communicative functions of macropropositions in MB and

This study adopts a corpus-based approach in categories found in Problem and Solution. Studies by [65],
analysing the business journalistic texts.  A corpus-based [66] and [36] mention that business texts contain dos and
research and an LSP methodology have similar don’ts, imperatives and suggestions. They usually state
orientations as stated by [62]. Corpus work can be seen as a Problem and give a Solution relating the business world
an empirical approach, in which the starting point is to the readers [52]. This is supported by [61]’s claim that
authentic data. The method is therefore inductive in that there is a one-to-one mapping of communicative functions
statements of a theoretical nature about the language or with the Problem and Solution, i.e. stating a Problem,
the culture are arrived at from observations of real cases. evaluating  and  proposing  a   Solution.  Nevertheless,
The examination of language information leads to the the literature also suggests that there are various
formulation of a hypothesis to account for these facts, functions in business journalistic texts and that these
which in turn leads to a generalization based on the texts are seldom pure, that is, they can have an
evidence  of the repeated patterns in the concordance. overlapping of functions.
The final step is the unification of these observations in Table 2 reveals the results of the speech acts
a theoretical statement [63]. Analysis of the underlying the macro-units of Problem and Solution in MB
communicative functions and Problem-Solution patterns and MT (LL>6.6, p<0.01). The table shows the key tags
was carried out on a corpus of business journalistic found to be used significantly in MB and MT. In a tag, the
articles taken from two business magazines, Malaysian speech act is placed in brackets while the corresponding
Business (MB) and Management Today (MT). The entire macro-units are on the outside, e.g. ‘p(ds)’ where this 

and MT and the frequencies of speech acts underlying the

The study reported here examines the intended

MT by looking at the speech acts that constitute the
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Table 2: Text-organizing speech acts in the macro-units.

Tag MB % MT % LL Tag MB % MT % LL

s(ds) 63 1.48 303 4.60- 84.05 a(expli) 8 0.19 0 0.00 + 14.94
sit(ds) 88 2.06 362 5.49- 81.07 g(pred) 15 0.35 3 0.05 + 14.79
e(ds) 80 1.87 335 5.08 - 77.05 s(inf) 158 3.70 339 5.14 - 12.08
p(ds) 100 2.34 373 5.66 - 71.25 se(eva) 26 0.61 13 0.20 + 11.90
p(inf) 186 4.36 512 7.77 - 49.36 se(pred) 9 0.21 1 0.02 + 11.31
p(eva) 193 4.52 150 2.28 + 40.17 e(eva) 158 3.70 168 2.55 + 11.24
g(ist) 33 0.77 7 0.11 + 31.53 se(ds) 15 0.35 57 0.86 - 11.24
e(inf) 74 1.73 230 3.49 - 30.44 s(eva) 31 0.73 19 0.29 + 10.47
s(dir) 138 3.23 114 1.73 + 24.53 a(infn) 13 0.30 4 0.06 + 9.73
g(infn) 59 1.38 33 0.50 + 23.06 p(pred) 31 0.73 20 0.30 + 9.56
sit(expli) 24 0.56 6 0.09 + 20.79 s(fis) 3 0.07 20 0.30 - 7.76
s(evd) 10 0.23 0 0.00 + 18.68 p(expli) 15 0.35 7 0.11 + 7.48
sit(ist) 75 1.76 55 0.83 + 17.87 g(expli) 4 0.09 0 0.00 + 7.47
g(eva) 17 0.40 3 0.05 + 17.84 p(cons) 46 1.44 43 0.81 + 7.41

Key:inf - Informing  dir -Imperativespred - Predicting
cons - Making Concessions   eva -Evaluatingexpli - Explicating 
ds - Direct Speech  ist - Indirect Speechfis - Free Indirect Speech
evd -Evaluating + Imperative   infn -Narrator’s Representation of Speech

means that the problem ‘p’ is presented using a direct Evaluating in Problem: This can be seen in the tag
statement of a text participant ‘ds’. The table shows the ‘p(eva)’ which is found to be significantly overused in
speech acts and their occurrences in [5] Situation, MB (4.52%) compared to MT (2.28%)(LL=40.17, p<0.001).
Problem and Solution categories. A glossary of Negated sentences and intensifying adverbs indicate a
abbreviations is also provided. Overall, more than one negative evaluation and magnify a Problem:
type of communicative act underlies each category.
Problem has a tendency to use communicative functions Thus knowing about customer-service excellent
like direct statements, evaluating, informing, predicting, behaviour is not enough. (MB36)
explicating and making concessions. 

Direct Statements and  Informing  in  Problem: a subsidiary act of Evaluating. It is also used to present a
Compared to MB, MT seems to have a significant overuse Problem, e.g. ‘p(pred)’. Predicting a problem is commonly
of direct statements and informative function in its used by MB writers and may signal the tendency in
Problem (LL>15.13, p<0.001). MT makes more use of direct forecasting a Problem in the future or hypothesizing a
statements or opinions (5.66%) by text participants, e.g. possible Problem. This is more common in MB (0.73%)
‘p(ds)’ and narrative descriptions (7.77%), e.g. ‘p(inf)’ to compared to MT (0.30%) (LL = 9.56, p<0.01). An example
foreground a problem. Statements from credible figures of this can be seen in a hypothetical ‘If’ clause:
are reported to the readers and they are used to support
the story: If the problem persists it will mean that Malaysians

But he just wouldn't let me have it, he was determined be a major hindrance to the development of e-
to play his silly game to get me to buy a more commerce trade and services. (MB13)
expensive phone I just didn't need. (MT29)

A Problem (in bold) is also presented in descriptive Evaluating, this function is overused in MB (0.35%) in
information: contrast with MT (0.11%) (LL = 7.48, p<0.01) to bring forth

Hours on the phone booking appearances. Long sometimes present examples or give an explanation by
journeys - often spent alone - travelling to gigs. foregrounding a Problem, here in a causal relation
(MT6) signalled with because:

Predicting in Problem: The predictive speech act can be

will be deprived of broadband services and this will

Explicating in Problem: Another subsidiary act of

a negative proposition or Problem, e.g. ‘p(expli)’. Writers
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For example, families with low household incomes can is used more in MB (0.61%) than MT (0.20%) (LL= 11.90,
experience digital divide because ICT infrastructure p<0.001). For instance, the Solutions are positively
does not come cheap. (MB13) evaluated below:

Making Concessions in Problem: Apart from explicative, As long as the banking system is the main supplier of
the Concessive act, e.g. ‘p(cons)’ carrying a Problem has funds to corporates, banks can influence the
a  higher  occurrence  in  MB  (1.44%)  than MT (0.81%) expansion of corporates. (MB)
(LL = 7.41, p<0.01). The Concessive act mainly carries
negative propositions in MB. It was found that the Combination of the Imperative and Evaluative in Solution:
Concessive but and however collocated more often with There is a significant difference between MB and MT in
negative propositions: the use of Solution with a combination function of

However, it is a remote possibility, considering that common in MB (0.23%) compared to MT (0.00%)
the privatisation of Malayan Railway has not been (LL=19.63, p<0.001). This shows that proposing and
completed despite the proposal being mooted in 1997. evaluating a Solution do occur in the same clause and that
(MB) the Solution is evaluated as necessary and important to

Apart from Problem, the results revealed that the
Solution is more commonly used with direct statements, This is where a smart partnership between the
imperatives and evaluatives. government  and   the   business   angels   is  critical

Direct Statements in Solution: Direct statements or (MB)
opinions from people, e.g. ‘s(ds)’ and ‘se(ds)’, are more
commonly used for the Solutions in MT. For ‘s(ds)’, the Predicting in Solution: Preoccupation with the future is
direct statement contains a non-evaluative solution or again more common in MB (0.21%) compared to MT
proposed  solution,  while  ‘se(ds)’  contains an evaluated (0.02%) (LL = 11.31, p<0.01) with the function of
solution. In ‘s(ds)’, there is a significant difference in the predicting a future solution or a hypothetical solution, e.g.
proportions used in MT (4.60%) in relation to MB (1.48%) ‘se(pred)’. For example:
(LL = 84.05, p<0.001). Expert opinions are used where they
propose or evaluate a certain solution. For example: If the restructuring had been approved, then

Nick Burns, a former senior manager and director of a put WIB back on its feet. (MB)
manufacturing company, observes: ‘The work
relationship is reciprocal, so there is a mutual ethical Apart   from    Problem   and   Solution,   the  element
obligation’. (MT) of  Situation  can be represented by a question the

Imperatives in Solution: The Imperative function mainly talking about (in this situation)?’[67]. The situation
consists of suggestions, recommendations and advice provides   background   information   in   terms   of  facts
regarding business matters. This act carries the Solution or setting to the problem in order for the reader to
and occurs more commonly in MB (4.33%) compared to understand more about the main thematic proposition
MT (2.14%), e.g. ‘s(dir)’ (LL = 30.91, p<0.001). For example, [59].  A situation helps to define the Problem, but can
the imperative must is used along with the proposed itself be  defined  by  the   Problem   or   other   elements
measure or action: of the  pattern  [18]. While MT uses more direct

To qualify for the Member Investment Scheme, you uses more indirect statements for Situations, ‘sit(ist)’
must have at least RM55,000 in Account 1. (MB) (1.76%), which sets the stage for the problem, solution or

Evaluating in Solution: Evaluating a Solution can be seen carry the Explicative function by giving objective
in the tags ‘se(eva)’ and ‘s(eva)’ where they are more examples in order to explain more about a particular
commonly used in MB compared to MT. The tag ‘se(eva)’ proposition. This can be observed in tag ‘sit(expli)’ which

evaluative and imperative, e.g. ‘s(evd)’ in that it is more

deal with a Problem: 

in spearheading the drive towards the K-economy.

Mohamad Nor and his team would have been able to

encoder   asks  of   him/herself:   ‘What/who   am I

statements to present objective Situations (5.49%), MB

goal (LL = 17.87, p<0.001). Objective situations may also
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appears to have a higher frequency in MB (0.56%) subsidiary  features  concretize the general feature [12],
compared to MT (0.09%) (LL = 20.79, p<0.001). For i.e. subsidiary acts of Evaluation like Predicting and
example: Making Concessions, which add to [5] theory in

One such IT-friendly measure taken was a move to frameworks benefits the study whereby the
allow Employees Provident Fund contributors to communicative act of Explicating shows a significant
make withdrawals for buying personal computers. difference between MB and MT in presenting a Problem.
(MB) A Problem is exemplified and foregrounded to provide

The  frequency  analysis   provided   above    has where a proposition is explicated by concretizing the
succeeded in showing which speech acts occur generality expressed in a previous proposition to show its
significantly in the Problem-Solution category in MB and importance in relation to the context of the story.
MT. Speech presentations were included in the tags as Imperatives are also found to be similar to Proposing a
they are an integral part of journalistic texts. It is observed Solution while an overlap with Evaluative refers to
that MT uses more speech presentations to present the Evaluating a Solution, two functions which have been
Problem and Solution. In relation to [5]’s textual pattern, highlighted by [61]. The results in Table 1 confirm this
one will know if a Problem is a direct or indirect statement existing theory as there is a statistically significant
taken from someone or if it is the narrator’s report of difference in the use of Imperatives and Evaluatives in
speech or action. Moreover, if a proposition has a serving the Solution. In communication, the recipient must
function of stating (using direct speech) or informing, we be made known what major speech act is performed and
would want to know the thematic content, e.g. Is it a at the same time what the global content of the speech act
Problem or a Solution? In journalistic discourse, the is [5]. The recognition of speech acts could be seen as a
Problem, Solution and Evaluation elements are mainly subcategory of Problem and Solution clauses. This is
attributed to specialist or business figures on the matter because, in MB and MT, the writer’s mental operations or
and they are supplied by using direct and indirect specialist thoughts are reflected in the most dominant text
statements. [59] refers to a ‘people problem’ while [18] patterns - the Problem/Solution propositions in the text -
deals with the question of initiator showing how the which then influences the overall meaning, function and
Problem and the response/solution are always either constitution of the text. 
implicitly or explicitly participant-linked. Speech
presentations are demonstrations and function to support CONCLUSION
the credibility of the story [68]. Using speech reports of
text participants to convey a Problem may give greater This study has managed to adhere to [13]’s notion
credibility to the writer’s arguments. For example: that the macrostructure in the texts is determined along

'There is a lot of uncertainty involved and Utama is be compared with other special texts, in search of a single
not an easy party to deal with. Who will be the common macrostructure of special texts. The analysis of
dominant shareholder in the merged  entity?,'  says the intended pragmatic functions of macropropositions
an analyst.  (MB) revealed that the functions of reporting and evaluating

For Problem, the literature suggests that it uses the Solutions serve the overall functions of the feature
Evaluating function, mainly signalled by causal relations articles in MB and MT, i.e. expository/ nformative/
with negatively evaluated propositions or negatively ersuasive. Apart from that, this study has advanced [13]’s
inscribed and evoking words [69, 5, 61]. This study yields and [5]’s theories by using computational and
a variety of communicative functions carrying a Problem. quantitative methods for analysing the communicative
The findings are not absolute or categorical with a one-to- acts and the Problem/Solution categories in the data. In
one mapping of the functions within Problem and future investigations, it might be interesting to observe
Solution, but are more flexible. Hence, [5]’s and [13]’s whether these acts and Problem/Solution categories are
analyses complement each other here. The general feature used in non-English business journalistic texts, e.g. Malay
of Evaluating is valid for all manifestations of the language, since most studies have been done in the
respective communicative act. But the special or English language. This might reveal whether those acts

presenting a Problem in MB and MT. The use of two

further explanation. This finding supports [12]’s argument

with the communicative acts used whereby the results can

(along with other subsidiary acts) the Problems and
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and categories are commonly used in other languages 11. Bakhtin, M.M., 1986. ‘The problem of speech genres’.
within a similar field and type of text. The methods used
for this study may be applied to other textual studies
elsewhere in the world. By combining [13]’s
communicative act framework with [5]’s textual patterns,
along with a corpus-based approach, this study has
extended [70]’s call for a semantic and pragmatic analysis
of text. A corpus-based approach provides the ease of
analysing  the texts through quantitative methods and the
 results are based on indisputable, authentic data. The
findings can re-affirm or counter existing theories and
enrich the linguistic field itself. 
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